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and
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Data for Michael Jackson:          Data for Janet Jackson:
29 August 1958  19:33              16 May 1966  19:00
Gary, Indiana                      Gary, Indiana
41 N 35 36  87 W 20 47             41 N 36     87 W 21   
Daylight Savings Time observed     Daylight Savings Time observed
Time Zone: 6 hours West            Time Zone: 6 hours West

Sun      6 deg 09 min Virgo        Sun     25 deg 39 min Taurus
Moon    14 deg 54 min Pisces       Moon    15 deg 35 min Aries
Mercury 25 deg 25 min Leo          Mercury 13 deg 48 min Taurus
Venus   17 deg 04 min Leo          Venus   13 deg 11 min Aries
Mars    22 deg 02 min Taurus       Mars    21 deg 26 min Taurus
Jupiter 28 deg 32 min Libra        Jupiter  2 deg 15 min Cancer
Saturn  19 deg 07 min Sagittarius  Saturn  27 deg 14 min Pisces
Uranus  13 deg 30 min Leo          Uranus  15 deg 30 min Virgo
Neptune  2 deg 35 min Scorpio      Neptune 20 deg 41 min Scorpio
Pluto    2 deg 10 min Virgo        Pluto   15 deg 50 min Virgo
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Michael's Sun in Virgo and Janet's Sun in Taurus:

     Both of you are practical and down to earth. Michael is more precise and more of a

perfectionist than Janet. Michael is also more easily worried and more inconsistent.

     Janet is steadier emotionally than Michael is, and Michael appreciates Janet's

consistent nurturing, healing, and soothing qualities. You make very good friends!

Michael's Moon in Pisces and Janet's Moon in Aries:

     Your instinctive emotional responses and emotional needs are so different that quite

often you rub each other the wrong way or cause offense to one another unintentionally.

     Janet has an eager, active, take-charge attitude that is somewhat abrasive to Michael,

who is gentle, receptive, very sensitive, and rather passive.

     Janet is direct and confrontational, and can be quite irritated with Michael's vagueness,

over-sensitivity, and tendency to seek escape or avoid conflict. Janet is somewhat volatile and needs to express

anger and other emotions rather than bottling them up. Once released, Janet forgets these outbursts rather
quickly, but Michael is often left feeling hurt or upset by the disruption. Michael craves peace, tranquility, and a
sort of idyllic environment.

     Also, Michael has a strong need for closeness and sympathy, while Janet prefers to be (or at least acts) self-

reliant and independent. Michael is extremely flexible and adaptable and often unfocused or unclear about
personal direction, and Janet may dominate or take advantage of Michael's willingness to give and bend.

Janet's Sun Conjunct Michael's Mars:

    You inspire each other to be very active in both work and play, and to accomplish a
great deal. You enjoy challenging each other and perhaps enjoy competing with each

other in games. The only negative tendency is to possibly develop a rivalry with each
other; this is especially possible if Michael comes on too forcefully, directly and

aggressively, hurting Janet's feelings or pride.

Janet's Sun Square Michael's Mercury:

     The two of you do not always see eye-to-eye on issues, and it is very easy for

Michael to become critical of Janet. Compounding the problem is Janet's tendency to be

very sensitive to criticism from Michael and consequently react defensively to this

criticism. This need not be a serious problem however; a little tolerance for each other's

right to disagree and respect for individual differences is all it takes to make personal
differences interesting rather than annoying.

Michael's Moon Opposition Janet's Uranus:



     Janet is instrumental in freeing Michael from many old habits and attitudes. Both of you

find this relationship enlivening and you often get into a free-spirited, even zany, mood

together. Any contracts or commitments you make to each other, however, may be
short-lived as events and circumstances are likely to change so often that your plans need

to be constantly revised.

Michael's Moon Opposition Janet's Pluto:

     This relationship will have a big impact on both of you. If you spend a good deal of

time with each other, you will find that you share much of your personal past and many
sides of yourself that remain hidden from others. However, it is unlikely that you will feel

completely comfortable around each other, and there is an intense, probing quality to your

relationship that makes it difficult to have a light, easy-going time together.

Janet's Moon Trine Michael's Venus:

     There is much warmth and kindness in this relationship. Both of you find it easy to
express kindness openly towards each other, and the emotional rapport is excellent. This
friendship is likely to be a lasting, harmonious one.

Janet's Moon Trine Michael's Saturn:

     There is a mature, stable, responsible tone to your relationship.

There is a great deal of trust and respect for each other. As you
spend more time together, you will find that your tastes, priorities,

and sense of what is really important in life becomes very
compatible.

Janet's Moon Trine Michael's Uranus:

     There is an upbeat, enthusiastic, spontaneous quality to your relationship. You spark
each other's imagination, creativity, and wit. You feel loose and uninhibited with each

other, and you enjoy exploring life and sharing new experiences.

Michael's Moon Sextile Janet's Mercury:

     You enjoy long talks and you feel very much at home with

each other. You are able to openly share your feelings about
almost any subject.  You will find that as you spend more time

together, your tastes, interests, hobbies, and activities tend to

blend together harmoniously.  Your friendship is a strong and

lasting one.

Janet's Mercury Square Michael's Venus:



     You enjoy sharing ideas about the arts, literature, and people but often you fail to

understand each other and sometimes reach a complete impasse. Your feelings towards

each other are sometimes misunderstood, too. Both of you will have to tolerate one
another's different points of view for this relationship to work successfully.

Michael's Mercury Square Janet's Mars:

     The tendency to argumentativeness, verbal abuse, and mutual misunderstanding is very

strong so please heed the following advice: try to avoid abusive language towards each

other, and do not try to coerce the other person to accept your views. You enjoy
challenging each other's ideas, showing the weaknesses, inconsistencies, or superficialities

in each other's reasoning. While the intention is good, the net result can be hurt feelings

and anger. Typically there is some truth to each other's point of view, but a lack of real

appreciation and respect for each other's ideas triggers argumentativeness.

Janet's Mercury Square Michael's Uranus:

     You often say things to shock or shake up each other, and you can get very high-
strung when you are together. You tend to set a fast pace. You may also find yourselves

periodically jumping on a new bandwagon, experimenting with a new idea, or exploring

new alternatives. However, the impatience with each other is likely to cause sudden
arguments and anger to flare.

Michael's Venus Square Janet's Neptune:

     You bring out the dreamy, artistic, poetic, romantic side of one another and your
friendship can have a pronounced spiritual or platonic tone.  Misunderstandings,

evasiveness, or outright deception can easily occur between you, however, leading to
disappointment and disillusionment over the failure of your friend to be all you hoped and
imagined.  Beware of seeing only what you want to see in one another, and be very

cautious in any joint financial arrangements or investments.

Michael's Venus Trine Janet's Venus:

     There is a beautiful flow of love between the two of you, and you are able to both give and receive affection,
appreciation, and tenderness in this relationship. You enjoy the same pleasures and find it easy and natural to do
those things that really please and make your friend happy. Your tastes in aesthetics is also very compatible.

Janet's Venus Trine Michael's Uranus:

     This is a lively, enthusiastic, exciting relationship. You feel very uninhibited with each

other and are able to express yourselves freely with each other. If you both enjoy

dancing, music, or similar sports, then you have found an excellent partner for these
activities!

Michael's Mars Conjunct Janet's Mars:

     You energize, stimulate, provoke, inflame, and challenge one another! You can also irritate, anger, fight, push,

and drive each other! Together you can accomplish an enormous amount of work, and it is important to you to

share vigorous physical activities as an outlet for some of the fire you stir up in one another.



Michael's Mars Opposition Janet's Neptune:

     You can act very silly and childish together. When the two of you get together, you
love to let your imaginations run wild. You have difficulty accomplishing anything of a

serious or mundane nature together, and you prefer to explore artistic, religious, and

metaphysical areas, rather than focus on more mundane affairs.


